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NEW
TITLE



Four different stories gather around a money bag.
In an empty street, a car secretly delivering a moneybag encounters an unexpected ac-
cident. Jinu, following after the car, Nami, a tow truck driver patrol around the scene, and 
Yakubu from an auto junkyard chance upon the money bag and decide to split the money. 
While they get chased by the ruthless money bag owner, Jinu and Nami get attracted to 
each other. Now thrilling race of feisty, bold and intimate friend begins. 

IM Sang-soo

RYOO Seung-bum, KOH Joon-hee

Action Comedy

June 11, 2015

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

RELEASE

INTIMATE ENEMIES



SHIN Dong-ywup 

IM Chang-jung, CHOI Daniel

Action Comedy

August, 2015

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

RELEASE

Two cops like cats and dogs become a perfect investigation squad.
Two cops with super-abilities and super-problems: Jung-jin ,trained as a profiler by the American 
FBI, is a violence-addict and is quicker with his fist than profiling. Yoo-min, the elite of the police 
force, is a sex-addict and more interested in capturing women than criminals. One super-criminal 
and super-case: Sung-gi, leader of a powerful religious sect, is suspected of most evil crimes, but 
no one can touch him because of his connections to high power. When the two sides meet, it’s not 
going to get solved just following the rules of law, and the two cops must use all their abilities as 
well as problems to bring about justice.

UNTOUCHABLE LAWMEN



KANG Hyo-jin

UHM Jeong-hwa, SONG Seung-heon

Comedy

July, 2015

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

RELEASE

By God’s mistake an arrogant single lawyer turns into a mother of two kids! 
Yeon-woo, an ambitious lawyer never believes in love is about to start her new job at the 
biggest law firm in the states. A day before her departure she gets into a car accident and 
passes out. She arrived in heaven and realizes that she died instead of her namesake. 
The death manager LEE, to cover his mistake, offers her to live as someone else for one 
month. It is a mother of a 6 years old son and a high-school girl daughter with a mundane 
officeholder. Will Yeon-woo manage to live as an ordinary housewife?

WONDERFUL NIGHTMARE



KIM Arron

OH Ji-ho, KANG Ye-won 

Romantic Comedy

May 7, 2015

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

RELEASE

When a female doctor at men’s clinic meets a male doctor at women’s clinic.
Sin-seol is a virgin female urologist. Her main job is to give a medical treatment to men who lost 
confidence at night. Seong-ki is a male obstetrician who suffers from the traumatic memory. After 
failing to deliver a baby on Cesarean operation, he becomes impotent even with the sexiest girls. 
When the two becomes neighbors, they conflict each other on everything. One night Seong-ki 
finds blind drunk Sin-seol on the street, and carries her home. When she accidentally touches 
his thing, strange enough IT responds. A competent urologist Sin-seol can finally make him UP?
 

LOVE CLINIC 



PARK Jae-sik

HAN Go-eun, KIM Sung-su 

Medical Thriller

April 16, 2015

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

RELEASE

A perfect operation becomes an untraceable curse!
A neurosurgeon Jung-woo has created a sensation for his world’s first bioengineering re-
search. Yu-kyung is the one who always comforts him both as a colleague and as a lover. 
One day, by an unexpected accident, Yu-kyung’s hand gets amputated. When her career 
as a doctor seems to be done, Jung-woo successfully manages to replant her hand. While 
Yu-kyung slowly recovers from the wound, she seems to be controlled by her new hand. 

THE BLACK HAND 



Liang SUN

Xinyun LI, Xiaojie TIAN

Thriller Drama

Completed

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

S T A T U S

When your daughter is incurable, what would you do as a doctor?
While prescription abuses pervade in Chinese medical system, hospitals use a powerful drug to 
increase their cure rate despite of its fatal side effect; death. Soon the drug overdose becomes 
a scandal, and a rapacious hospital threatens a female doctor Xuehui to take all the accusations 
by herself or they will publicize her hidden secret; she has injected the drug to her sick daughter 
suffering from the pain until her daughter sleeps in peace. Confronting such a hard choice, Xuehui 
risks all to keep this mercy killing unknown.

SENTENCE ME GUILTY



LEE Joon-ik

KANG Ha-neul, PARK Jung-min 

Drama

In Production

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

S T A T U S

Though his life was short, his poetry will remain eternal. 
In Japanese colonial era, young Dong-ju writes poems about harsh reality of his days. As 
Japan’s persecution is getting serious, writing a thing in Korean is prohibited. When a slight 
possibility to publish his poems seems gone away, a Japanese professor sees Dong-ju’s talent 
and suggesting him to publish poems in English. But before his work is done, Dong-ju is sus-
pected of anti-Japanese movement. Will Dong-ju’s dream fail and his poem vanish in the air? 

DONGJU; THE PORTRAIT OF A POET



2015 Jeonju International Film Festival

KIM Hee-jung

KIM Tae-hun, PARK So-dam 

Drama

Completed

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

S T A T U S

An alcoholic meets a daughter of shaman who becomes a nun. 
Jeong-Woo is sent to a sanitarium deep in the mountain to overcome his alcoholism. There 
he meets a young nun Maria who has a special ability to see through people. In an isolated 
sanitarium Maria is the only person who seems to care for him, soon he feels drawn to her. 
While struggling with his withdrawal symptoms, Jeong-woo experiences a fantasy where 
his reality is different from what he believes. The further he escapes from his alcoholism, 
the closer he confronts his past that he has denied for years. 

SNOW PATHS 



JANG Hee-sun

KIMJHO Gwang-soo, Dave KIM

Documentary

June 6, 2015

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

RELEASE 

2015 CAAMFest - The Center for Asian American Media

The first gay wedding in Korea history is on air now.
KIMJHO Gwang-soo, a film director who has already made his homosexuality in public, an-
nounced that he would marry to his partner. On Sept 7th, 2013, the couple ties the knot in the 
heart of downtown Seoul, challenging the tradition-abiding through this event which became the 
first gay marriage in Korean history. Everything around them is hard due to the gap of marriage 
equality and homophobia group. Furthermore, contrast to KIMJHO, his Fiancé should be com-
ing-out gay to public at this event. And they find out the big difference between each other. As the 
great day approaches, they grow more and more nervous. 

MY FAIR WEDDING 



NO Zin-soo

CHOI Won-jun, KIM Min-ki

Smart Finger Movie 

Completed

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

S T A T U S

100% real love-making episodes of Today’s young published on SNS.
6 young girls and boys reveal their most thrilling moment; college student Ji-hoon plays 
drinking bout with his female friends. ;Dong-geon’s first experience at emergency stairs. 
;Young-jae bets on undressing while playing Jenga with his sister’s friend. ;Young-tak visits 
his girlfriend’s house while her parents are out ; Jung-woo decides to go to Motel with his 
old female friend. ;Jin-seok goes to theater with his tutor, but it’s not to watch a movie. 

NINETEEN



2015 Jeonju International Film Festival

MIN Byung-hun

Feng Zhengjie , SEO Jang-won, 
YOON Joo
Documentary Drama 
 
Completed

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

S T A T U S

Feng Zhengjie, a Chinese artist plays as himself and reconstructs his encounter with a muse.
Feng Zhengjie is suffering from a lack of inspiration, which keeps him from both painting 
and falling asleep. One night, wide awake as always, he sees a woman slide by in front 
of him. She is visible but indistinct, nearby but unreachable. She hovers around him, and 
appears wherever he goes. He is no longer certain whether the woman is in his head or he 
is the one in the woman’s head. The more time passes, Feng Zhengjie falls deep into his 
inner world, and the boundaries between dream and reality fall apart. 

I’M FENG



JUNG Sung-il

WANG Bing  

Documentary

Completed 

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

S T A T U S

A reputed Korean film critic invites us to a journey with his beloved director Wang Bing. 
One day my old friend Wang Bing, a Chinese director living in Beijing, called me and sug-
gested to go to Yunnan where he shoots a documentary. I’ve always been curious about 
his shooting scene. All along the winter I’ve followed Wang Bing with my camera from the 
psychiatric hospital in a nameless suburb city to the jungle near Laotian border. There are 
the zona folded in wind and fog. This documentary is the record of that winter, the essay 
about the people of China, and the adventure-action movie done by friendship. 

NIGHT AND FOG IN ZONA 



MOON Si-hyun

KONG Hyung-jin, LEE Si-won, 
SONG Jae-rim 
Drama

Post-Production 

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

S T A T U S

After this mission in North Korea, we were supposed to be back home alive.
Jung-ho, the former South Korean undercover has hidden in North for 20 years. When he 
finally flees back to South, his dead wife starts to appear and haunts his memory. Tracing 
back his faint memory he looks for his old colleagues who are supposed to return to South 
but they’re all missing or dead. 20 years ago Jung-ho and his colleagues got a mission to 
help North Korean officer and his family to exile to South. However the operation failed and 
this made him have an irrevocable decision. The secret past that Jung-ho never wants to 
reveal is about to come out 20 years later. 

SLEEPING WITH FISH 



CHOI Seung-yeon

GONG Myung, LEE Tae-hwan

Drama

Post-Production 

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

S T A T U S

The very little doubt pushes 4 best friends to the point of no return. 
Yoon-seok, Sang-woo, Won-seon, and Ho-young are 4 best friends living in Susaek, the 
poor town in Seoul. Having the waste landfill nearby, Susaek is full of smells and trucks 
carrying the metropolitan garbage. When Korea holds the 2002 World Cup, Susaek is 
mentioned for the place of new soccer stadium. Rich dealers crowd into the town and vil-
lagers get excited for the hope of redevelopment. Meanwhile Won-seon is recruited by the 
regional gang and gets involved in the redevelopment business, and the petty jealousy of 
Sang-woo cracks down their friendship…

SUSAEK



2014 Busan International Film Festival

2015 Jeonju International Film Festival

BAEK Jae-ho

KIM Sang-seok, LEE Hwa

Fantasy Drama

Completed

KIM Tae-yeong

KIM Tae-yeong, JIN Hye-kyoung, KIM 
Jeong-ok
Fantasy Documentary 

Completed

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

S T A T U S

DIRECTOR

STARRING

G E N R E

S T A T U S

My life time dream ends in vain, and my first love becomes crushed hope. 

Now is never late! We’re all young today!

In 2012 30-year-old Sang-Seok dreams of becoming a famous actor, but he just keeps 
dreaming, without making any real effort. His friends Jae-ho and Tae-hee try to make a 
movie themselves, but none of them know what they are doing. Sang-seok keeps contact-
ing his crush, Miso, who doesn’t return his feelings. While the movie gets more and more 
out of hand, Sang-seok develops an interest in a girl he continually runs into.

Baby boomer in their 50s, who lead democratization in Korea are now on the verge of retirement! Di-
rector KIM, who suffered from cerebral hemorrhage is also a baby boomer, mid 50s. He’s been on the 
verge of breakdown for 11 years since his bankruptcy, and still his life is hell. Lastly he decides to make 
a film which costs no money, and this becomes his hope. He visits a house named “Dilkusha” (a palace 
of hope). There, he hears a song of Uk-soon who got divorced after 30 years of marriage. His film por-
trays the people like Uk-soon, his neighbor Man-sik and himself, and their last dreaming of home-run.  

WE WILL BE OK

KIM’S DILKUSHA: LIFE GOES ON



KIM’S DILKUSHA: LIFE GOES ON

ALSO
AVAILABLE 



A troublesome success story of a
drunk high school girl.

When promising young swimmer finds out his disease, 
the tragic secret of his father reveals.

A smart, good-hearted high school girl Cho-rong has only one 
problem;  attending school being drunk every morning. Cho-
rong’s family used to run a Makgeolli(Rice Wine) brewery, and 
now Cho-rong struggles every day to make her own Makgeolli by 
his father’s recipe who is no longer with her. The high school girl 
who makes liquor becomes a big controversy at school, but with 
the support of a wacky teacher Jang-ddol, Cho-rong is officially 
permitted by school to bring her Makgeolli on the market. Before 
the big Makgeolli contest, a top-ranked rice-wine company, JEIL, 
begins to play a trick on Cho-rong’s team to stop her entering 
the wine contest.

A gifted swimmer Do-wan feels more comfortable than any other 
place when he’s in water. His father who suffers from traumatic mem-
ory after losing his wife in the sea opposes Do-wan to be a swim-
mer. Despite the father’s opposition, and terrible pain in chest that 
he sometimes go through, Do-wan keeps swimming. On the national 
championship Do-wan starts in a lead as usual, but suddenly coughs 
up blood and is brought to the hospital. Hovering between life and 
death, he dreams of the day when his mother dies in the sea, and 
sees what really happened on that day…

MAKGEOLLI GIRLS

HELLO AND GOODBYE

HONG A-reum, CHOI Jong-hyun(TEEN TOP), LIM Won-hee

SEO Ha-jun, PARK Jeong-min(SS501)

Drama

Drama

May 21, 2015

TBD

KIM Ki-young

HAN Chang-geun

D I R E C T O R

D I R E C T O R

S T A R R I N G

S T A R R I N G

G E N R E

G E N R E

R E L E A S E

R E L E A S E



2015 Rotterdam Film FestivalA MATTER OF INTERPRETATION

What did you dream last night? 

A small-time actress is devastated to learn that no one has come 
to see her play, and storms out of the theater. While wandering 
the street, she receives a call from a friend who says she’s had 
a disturbing dream about the actress, advising her to stay out of 
trouble. The actress takes no heed to her friend’s warning and 
heads to the park in hope to find peace. There, she accidentally 
meets a detective who investigates a suicide case of a young 
man, and to her surprise the case resembles much her dream 
last night. As they talk, they discover that their lives are inter-
twined in a strange way.

SHIN Dong-mi, YU Jun-sang
Drama
February 12, 2015

LEE Kwang-kukD I R E C T O R
S T A R R I N G
G E N R E
R E L E A S E

ANGRY PAINTER 

Only God knows a sinful but blessing 
judgment of Painter, the dark angel. 
Painter is veiled in mystery and seems to exist beyond this world. 
He spends his time painting, while his partner Driver makes love 
to Elbe, the Estonian woman whom he met at the strip bar. Meet-
ing each other was like a heaven, however she misses her sister 
still living back at the country. The heavenly time all ends abrupt-
ly when her ex-boyfriend breaks into their house. When Painter 
arrives in the house, he finds Elbe is killed and Driver is deadly 
wounded. Painter helps his partner die in peace, then travels 
to Estonia with final remnant of Elbe. There, he comes across 
Kristi, Elbe’s sister. Slowly and silently their lives intertwine, and 
Painter’s true identity is revealed.

YU Jun-sang, MOON Jong-won 
Vintage Erotic Action
June 18, 2015

JEON Kyu-hwanD I R E C T O R
S T A R R I N G
G E N R E
R E L E A S E



2015 Beijing International Film FestivalTHE WHISTLEBLOWER

Based on true story, the hidden truth of Korea’s science 
is revealed by the anonymous source.
A current issue program producer Min-chul is desperate to get a 
scoop. One day he gets a source that ‘Newman Medical’, the biggest 
sterility clinic in Korea, buys the ovum illegally. With instant feeling 
of exclusive, Min-chul launches the investigation. Soon he gets sur-
prised to know Dr. LEE, the world’s first stem-cell founder, is involved 
in the case. With the full support from government, Dr. LEE is not only 
the hope to the world’s incurables, but also the national hero. While 
hesitating to touch this big figure or not, he gets a call from anony-
mous who works for Dr. LEE’s lab, and gets to know tremendous 
truth behind his reputation.

PARK Hae-il, LEE Kyoung-young, YOO Yeon-seok 
Suspense Drama
October 2, 2014 

YIM Soon-ryeD I R E C T O R
S T A R R I N G
G E N R E
R E L E A S E

A workaholic opens her eyes to the wolrd
of adult business!
Bo-hee is a successful marketer of a toy company. But she is 
too workaholic, hardly cares of her daughter, only ‘sleep’ with her 
husband Kang-sung. She gets the biggest project and prepares 
for her once-in-a-life-time chance. On the battle day, she makes 
a huge mistake by bringing the ADULT toy instead of children’s! 
Bo-hee realizes that her box is mixed up with her neighbor Nan-
hee, goes straight to her shop to nitpick. But it is an adult sex 
shop that Bo-hee could never know about. Nan-hee teaches her 
what orgasm is about and when she opens her eyes to the world 
of ‘real’ joy, ideas burst out as a marketer with 100% fully under-
standing of the products. Now Bo-hee is a marketer of adult toy 
company!  

JO Yeo-jeong, Clara, KIM Tae-woo, KIM Bo-yeon 
Sexy Comedy
Jan 17, 2015

JUNG Bum-shik

CASA AMOR ; EXCLUSIVE FOR LADIES
D I R E C T O R
S T A R R I N G
G E N R E
R E L E A S E



2014 Santa Barbara International Film FestivalLATE SPRING

A girl in despair wakes up a sculptor’s
late spring that seemed never come back. 

In the late 60’s Korea, a genius sculptor is diagnosed with a 
progressive disorder that eventually leads to total paralysis of 
the body. Watching his husband in despair, the wife Jung-sook 
brings a young woman suffering from poverty of post-war socie-
ty. Jung-sook suggests her to pose as a model for his husband, 
hoping that she might inspire the artist.

PARK Yong-woo, KIM Seo-hyung, LEE You-young
Drama
November 20, 2014

CHO Keun-hyunD I R E C T O R
S T A R R I N G
G E N R E
R E L E A S E

A special man’s ordinary life through CCTV! 
Jang-bu was an ordinary boy except his special talent; to see 
every moving thing like a slow motion video. As friends teased 
him by calling ‘monster eyes’, he decided to stick at home and 
not to go out. Television has been his only friend. Time passes 
by, and now grown-up Jang-bu works at the CCTV control center 
which is the best job for him. When he sees people’s life through 
camera, he feels he’s sharing their ordinary life that he’s nev-
er had. This new job opens his heart to the world and Jang-bu 
starts to make some friends out of the control center. With his 
dear friends he receives sense of himself and finally decides to 
propose a girl that he loved for long from CCTV…

CHA Tae-hyun, NAM Sang-mi 
Happy Drama  
October 2, 2014 

KIM Young-tak

2014 Florence Korean Film FestivalSLOW VIDEO
D I R E C T O R
S T A R R I N G
G E N R E
R E L E A S E



2014 Busan International Film Festival

DAD FOR RENT

LOVE NEVER FAILS 

How an immature dad becomes a
real family man.

A family can be the most violent society.

For 9-year-old Ah-young her jobless father Tae-man is just a trou-
ble of family. On school garage sale day, she puts her useless 
father for sale. Soon the father is sold to Jin-tae who is raised 
by a single mom, and plays daddy for Jin-tae, and good son 
for Jin-tae’s Grandma. Realizing that this Loaning-Daddy service 
can make money, the father and daughter seriously launches the 
business. While Tae-man is busy for being daddy for others, Ah-
young feels like losing her daddy. Can Tae-man finally become a 
real family man through his Loaning-Daddy business? 

The used-to-be top for everything, Eun-ah is not satisfied with her 
marriage life. Her husband Sang-hyun is a successful physician, yet 
has troubles being accused by his assistant for sexual assault. She 
tries to be compensated her unhappy life with her daughter Su-ah 
who is an outstanding student. When Eun-ah’s expectation toward 
her daughter becomes almost an obsession, devastated Su-ah 
makes an extreme decision having no one to ask for help. In the 
meantime Sang-hyun feels extremely ashamed, and tries to burn 
himself in front of Eun-ah.

KIM Sang-kyung, MOON Jeong-hee

CHOI Jung-won, JANG Hyun-sung

Family Drama

Drama

November 20, 2014

Completed

KIM Deok-soo

MIN Byung-hun

D I R E C T O R

D I R E C T O R

S T A R R I N G

S T A R R I N G

G E N R E

G E N R E

R E L E A S E

S T A T U S



2015 Goterborg Film Festival

2014 Busan International Film Festival
THE TRUTH SHALL NOT SINK WITH SEWOL 

THE LIAR

The media is busy inventing news, 
while victims remain silent

She lives in the castle of lies that she has built, which is 
about to collapse at once.

On April 16th, 2014, the ferry Sewol sank off in the southwest-
ern coast of Korea. Only 174 out of 476 passengers managed 
to escape. While covering the story, the journalist LEE Sang-ho 
learns of ‘diving bell’, a rigid chamber which enables the divers 
to stay underwater much longer. When a diving bell arrives at 
the scene on April 20th, the Coast Guard does not permit them 
to deploy the diving bell. Four days later the diving bell is called 
back to the harbor by the demands of the missing ones’ families. 
Meanwhile the media makes haste to report the diving bell isn’t 
help to the search. Why did the Coast Guard stop it from be-
ing deployed? Why has been the mainstream media so biased 
against the diving bell? 

Ayoung is a young woman living a less-than-humble life working 
as an assistant at a dermatology clinic. Ayoung has a secret. 
She dresses up to shop through wealthy areas to pretend to buy 
things and make her look like a rich person. She boasts to col-
leagues about an opulent fiancé. Obviously her real boyfriend 
is not rich but just an ordinary employee at a car dealer’s shop 
who loves her very much. As Ayoung’s lies continue, she loses 
respect from her colleagues, and it is only her boyfriend who 
believes he can guide her into the right direction. Will Ayoung be 
able to escape from her own prison of vanity? 

LEE Jong-in, LEE Sang-ho

KIM Kkobbi, CHUN Sin-hwan

Documentary 

Drama

23 Oct, 2014 

Completed

LEE Sang-ho, AHN Hae-ryong

KIM Dong-myung

D I R E C T O R

D I R E C T O R

S T A R R I N G

S T A R R I N G

G E N R E

G E N R E

R E L E A S E

S T A T U S


